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Abstract

Investigation of Diagnostics for Buses

Chuan Jin

As vehicle functions are getting more complex, the difficulty of diagnosing work is
increasing. Currently, at Volvo Bus Corporation, there are two main methods to do
fault tracing on the body, but there is no guided diagnostics, which means if something
wrong happens, we can get a warning but we have no idea how to locate the error
component efficiently, the diagnosis work depends largely on the expert’s experience.

In this thesis, the front door system of a Volvo bus is chosen to be a target system to
try the model-based diagnosis method. The system is modeled with a model-based
reasoning software called RODON. With the help of the tool, the model can be
created, modified and simulated. Based on the model, the corresponding database can
be generated automatically after some constraints are set, then we can generate the
decision tree based on the database, that is what we expect from the model. And
with the help of the decision tree, the mechanics can be guided to the right direction
to find out the erroneous component precisely and efficiently.

The results of guided diagnostics were good and all the faults injected on the bus are
detected and the guided diagnostics method was proved more efficient than other
existing methods.

Based on the result presented in the thesis, we can draw a conclusion that the guided
diagnostics can be integrated to the already existing method as a complement.
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1. Introduction 

In this section, the background and the purpose of the thesis will be motioned, and then the 
task description and the constraints of the work are described. 
 

1.1 Background 

The task of diagnosing vehicle functions is today very challenging. With the existing body26 
PLC solution for diagnostics in Volvo Bus Corporation, it’s not possible today to generate 
decision trees which is essential for complex symptoms, so sometimes finding a faulty 
component will be time consuming. 
 
 
 

1.2 Purpose 

The aim of the thesis is to make a model of the target system and compare a model based 
reasoning method to an existing PLC-solution. If the model-based reasoning method is proved 
acceptable or even better, maybe it will be introduced as a complement to the PLC-solution to 
help the mechanics do guided diagnostics at workshops. It is worth to try the model based 
reasoning method, because if proved better, it will be much easier to find the faulty 
component efficiently and precisely, and that only the failing component is located. Improved 
fault tracing during the warranty period saves VOLVO time and money. Improved fault 
tracing after the warranty period saves the customer money which improves the brand value. 
 
 
 

1.3 Task description 

1) Theoretical comparison of model-based reasoning and a specified PLC solution.  
2) Modelling the front door control functions with failure modes in the commercial 
Model-Based Diagnostics tool RODON.  
3) Compare the results from 2) with the PLC implementation.  
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4) Make a report with recommendations and guidelines on how to make correct and 
cost-efficient diagnoses on functions based on 1), 2) and 3) above. 
 

1.4 Constraints 

The constraints of the thesis work are described below: 
 The target system modelled in this thesis is the front door system of a Volvo bus. 
 Some unnecessary components are excluded and an assumption is that there is 

no fault from the CAN bus network3, so CAN bus signals will not be taken into 
consideration. 

 The static case has been modelled while the dynamic model is not implemented 
but simulated through several static states, i.e. from the start state to the end state. 
The dynamic procedure is simulated like a state machine. 

 All the electrical faults are included, but some mechanical faults might be 
missing because they are out of scope of this thesis and need to be added if they 
are required in the future. 
 
 
 

1.5 Existing work 

In Volvo Bus Corporation, there are currently two ways for the body fault tracing. The main 
one is to read out the fault codes from the bus panel, and get help from the VMT (Volvo 
Multiplex Tool); the other is the service bulletins which list some few symptoms and 
suggested solutions. But neither of them can be used to do guided diagnostics. The fault code 
method is implemented in PLC source code, while service bulletins are based on experience; 
they have no connection between each other. 
 
The RODON [5] software provides a model-based reasoning tool which can perform 
model-based diagnosis and generate decision trees automatically based on a model. 
 
Volvo Bus Corporation provides all the hardware schematics and documentations for the 
target system, and makes it possible to access the PLC source code of the system 
functionality. 
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2. Fault tracing strategy 

In Volvo Bus Corporation, there are two separate methods for the fault tracing strategy on 
Body. One is to read out the fault code from VMT, which contains useful information for 
diagnosis, the other is the Service Bulletin containing the symptoms and advices for trouble 
shooting, but the number of symptoms is quite limited, and these two methods have no 
connection with each other. 16 

 
 

2.1 Fault code 

Fault codes can be read out directly from the bus display under the diagnostic menu, or by 
using a diagnostic tool18. 
 
Fault code comprises MID, PID, SID and FMI which follow a fixed SAE standard.28 

 
MID (Message Identification Description) shows which control unit is sending a signal or 
value. 
 
PID (Parameter Identification Description) indicates a signal or value. 
 
SID (Subsystem Identification Description) is the identification of a component. 
 
FMI (Failure Mode Identification) shows the type of the fault, such as open circuit or short to 
ground. 
 
If fault codes are detected, they are sent as FMI. You can also obtain information from the 
instrument panel display, in combination with an MID, PID or SID28, see Figure 2.1.  
 
 

 
Figure 2.1 Fault Code 24 
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For example, fault code MID 128, PID 110 means that the fault is located in the coolant 
temperature circuit. And FMI3 means voltage above normal or shorted high; FMI4 means 
voltage below normal or shorted low; FMI5 means Current below normal or open circuit; 
FMI6 means Current above normal or grounded circuit. 28 

 
The MID, SID and PID numbers are inhibited by the body logical system, what we can get is 
the FMI with some text information. See Figure 2.2 

 
Figure 2.2 Fault Code for body logical system 

 
 
 

2.2 Service Bulletin 

In Figure 2.3 we can see a part of a service bulletin, start with the symptom description, then 
list all the probable causes together with its corresponding suggested solution. 
 

 
Figure 2.3 A part of a Service Bulletin 14 
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When the a symptom described in the bulletin occurs, the thing we need to do is try all the 
probable causes in the list and follow the solutions to see whether it works or not. 
 
 
 

2.3 Drawbacks 

With the help of the fault code and abnormal signals we read off from VMT, the experts or 
the senior programmers with lots of experience can get some clues to find out where the error 
comes from, but sometimes it is still difficult to locate which component causes the error, we 
have no idea why this abnormal thing happens, and the VMT is mainly for the developer. 
 
As for the Service Bulletins14, it contains the symptoms which do not cover all the probable 
causes, and mechanics have to try each suggested solution until he finds the error, it is a waste 
of time. 
 
Neither of the two methods can be used to generate a decision tree which can be used for 
guided diagnostics, which means we know clearly that something is wrong, but we have no 
idea how to find the causes efficiently. 
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3. Model-based diagnosis and RODON 

This chapter introduces a few concepts about diagnosis, model-based diagnosis and a 
model-based reasoning tool RODON. 
 

3.1 Diagnosis 

Diagnosis is often relative to medical area. A doctor will check a patient’s symptoms and 
according to that, do the diagnosis, then write out a prescription and give the advices.6 
Diagnosis can also be done on a technical system, one definition of diagnosis for that is that to 
detect a fault in a system from symptoms and locate the cause of it.  
 
 
 

3.2 Decision tree 

A decision tree is a decision support tool that uses a tree-like representation of a decision 
situation, normally found in discussions of decision-making under uncertainty or risk. 
Decision trees are commonly used in operations research, specifically in decision analysis, to 
help identify a strategy most likely to reach a goal. In Volvo, decision trees are used to help 
mechanics to do guided diagnostics, to guide them to the right direction when they are trying 
to find error components.  
 
 
 

3.3 Model-based diagnosis 

A model is an executable, abstract, structure representation of a target system. It is the 
knowledge representation which effectively describes the system behavior. Once designed, 
the model will contain the knowledge of the expert, so a diagnosis tool can use a given model 
to identify complex fault combinations, distinguish between different kinds of faults, make 
repair suggestions, and generate decision trees for training and documentation purposes, etc.11 
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At the start, the modelling work may be time-consuming since one has to get familiar with 
both hardware and software of the target system and it takes time to investigate the system 
behavior. But when the modelling work is finished, the same model can be used again and 
again, sometimes with a few necessary changes. Finally, decision trees will be obtained from 
the model, which could be used by mechanics to guide them to the error component in an easy 
and correct way. When a new version of a product is released, all that needs to be done in the 
model-based system is to modify the specifications of the component and the system is ready 
to be used again.10 

 
Model-based diagnosis is based on the comparison of observation and prediction.6 On one 
side we have the actual device whose behavior can be observed. On the other side we have a 
model of that device that can make predictions about its intended behavior. Observation 
indicates what the device is actually doing, prediction indicates what it’s supposed to do, 
which is the result of the simulation. One thing needed to keep in mind is that the initial state 
and the inputs for both the actual system and the model should be the same. If the observation 
is inconsistent with the prediction the system will be considered faulty, and the discrepancy 
between the two provides the starting point for diagnosis. 9 

 

 

Figure 3.1  A classical example7 

 
 
Figure 3.1 shows a classical example which describes the basic idea of model based reasoning. 
The system contains two adders and three multipliers. A, B, C, D, E are the inputs for the 
system and F and G are outputs. Normally, the outputs should be F=12 and G=12, but if F=10 
is observed from the real system which is inconsistent with the expected value, we know 
something wrong with the system.8 If we just consider a single fault, Multiplier A or Adder A 
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going wrong can be an explanation for the discrepancy because it is just these two who affect 
the output F but not the output G. If we consider multiple faults, the suspected candidates can 
be Multiplier B and Multiplier C, or Multiplier B and Adder 2. The obvious way to check the 
suspected candidates should be to firstly check the output of Multiplier A, if it is not equal to 
6, the Multiplier A is definitely broken, otherwise we need to check others such as Adder A, 
etc.6 

 
In 1987 Johan de Kleer and Brian C. Williams published a seminal work in model-based 
diagnosis1, in which they implemented the GDE1 (General Diagnostic Engine) and tested it in 
the troubleshooting of various digital circuits. GDE assumes that the model describes the 
whole system and that every component has two states, intact or faulty. It provides a general 
framework for model-based diagnosis. However, GDE's device models capture only the 
correct, or intended, behavior of its components. It is lacking an important part of diagnostic 
reasoning: knowledge about how components may behave when they are faulty. Unlike the 
basic GDE, GDE+ (the Generalized Diagnosis Engine+)12 which was invented by Dressler 
and Struss can not only exploit contradictions between the assumed correct behavior of 
components and the observations, but also analyze whether the faultiness of components 
would really explain the observations.2 

 
 
 
 

3.4 RODON 

RODON is a commercial Model-based reasoning (MBR) tool developed by Sörman 
Information AB. RODON uses conflicts between the simulated and the observed behaviour to 
generate suspected candidates.5 The basic fault detection is conflict driven. The contradictions 
between calculated and observed values are called conflicts. They are the starting point for the 
diagnostic process. This process first generates candidates which may explain the deviation 
between the observed symptom and the behaviour predicted by the model. If the simulation 
result with such a candidate is consistent with the observed values we have a possible 
explanation for the malfunction or a diagnosis. The results of this diagnostic process are 
printed to a RODON console and the suspect components are highlighted in the RODON 
system model. 
 
RODON provides a declarative equation-based language called Rodelica. It is strongly related 
to the equation-based object-oriented modelling language Modelica4 which is commonly used 
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for other modelling tools on the market. Rodelica makes it possible to create model 
descriptions and behaviours for all kind of physical systems, not only electrical systems and 
behaviour. 
 
Previously, there was another master thesis 13 to compare RODON with other model-based 
diagnostics software, finally Volvo decided to use RODON. 
 
RODON contains a set of sub-tools. The main sub-tools used for model-based diagnostics are: 

Composer, Analyzer, SDBView and DtGen. 

 
 

3.4.1 RODON Composer 

The Composer module is used to create and edit model classes and to design their graphical 
appearance. Classes can be created by direct coding in the Rodelica language or by using the 
graphical user interface (GUI) with functionality such as drag and drop from the library into 
the model. Figure 3.2 is the composer overview, we can notice that there are two main 
windows, the left one is the library window which contains the available model in libraries, 
while the edit window is used two edit and modify the component and model, which contains 
three tables: Layout, Rodelica and Icon. Under the Layout tab, we will have a clear view of 
the model, we can drag and drop available components from the libraries to the left and 
connect them with each other; under the Rodelica tab, you can write the Rodelica code to 
implement the behaviour of the model; you can also switch to the Icon tab to edit the icon of 
the model. 
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Figure 3.2 RODON Composer overview 

  
When the system model is finished, it is time to verify the behaviour in the analyzer. 

 
 

3.4.2 RODON Analyzer 

The Analyzer makes it possible to simulate component and system models by setting 
variables, modifying data and seeing what output is generated. It is also possible to verify 
failure modes and see if these are detected by introducing conflicts and then making a 
diagnosis. In Figure 3.3, we can see from the top right we are under Analyzer module, and we 
are setting the input variables in the Value Editor dialog, then we do simulation and analyze 
the outputs. There is a sub module called AutoSim which can be used to automatically 
generate state databases containing all possible states of the variables in the model depending 
on the selected input and output. 
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Figure 3.3 RODON Analyzer overview 

 
 

3.4.3 RODON SDBView 

SDBview is used to view the database from different aspects set in this module of RODON. 
Figure 3.4 shows a state database file loaded into the SDBView module. We can filter the 
database to watch and analyze the conflicts data or multiple values (undetermined value) if 
any, and go back to modify the model. If the SDB Statistics shows the database is perfect, it 
can be used to generate a decision tree. 
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Figure 3.4 RODON SDBView overview 

 

 

3.4.4 RODON DtGen 

DtGen is a tool that is used to create or edit decision trees. Symptoms and the preferred 
measurements for the fault tracing can be set and saved. The symptom is only used to 
determine which candidates that the tree should contain. The starting point in each tree is that 
all input state variables have the value zero which is why the default value for switches, 
buttons etc always must be zero. This is true even if the tree symptom is e.g. light off when 
button is on. Candidates can be grouped together in DtGen where a group can match a 
replaceable unit. Figure 3.5 shows a example decision tree generated using DtGen. 
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Figure 3.5 RODON DtGen overview 
 
 

3.4.5 Other RODON sub-tools 

Other RODON sub-tools: Dirigent, DDI, Reliability module, Optimizer module and IMBD. 
 
Dirigent: 
A tool that can be used to generate diagnostic rules from a model. Diagnostics rules can then 
be used for on-board diagnostics. This way you do not need to load the entire model but 
instead only use these rules in the target system which would be much less resource 
demanding.  
 
DDI (Design Data Interface): 
The electrical connections and topology can be automatically imported with the RODON 
sub-tool DDI which uses netlists (wirelists). Originally, the electrical schematics were created 
from a netlist (wirelist) which describes the connectivity of an electronic design. 
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RODON reliability module: 
If there is data about component failure rates, the RODON Reliability module can be used to 
find out the probability of events to occur. 
 
RODON optimizer module: 
This sub-tool can be used very early in the design to actually let RODON calculate the 
optimal design given a set of side-conditions and optimization criteria. A classic problem 
solved by the RODON optimizer: Find the cheapest design that fulfils a set of system 
functions with a probability less than x. This would require knowledge about the reliability of 
the parts you are thinking about using.  
 
IMBD: 
It stands for interactive model-based diagnosis. This module uses the diagnosis engine from 
the Analyzer directly on the model but wrapped in another GUI. For a given conflict 
(symptom), IMBD will suggest measurements to reduce the candidate set. After a 
measurement has been done, the info is fed to the model directly. It is very flexible since the 
user can select alternate measurements and symptoms can be formulated on the fly without 
generating data-bases etc, hence the name: interactive model-based diagnosis. 
 
 
 

3.5 Development Flow 

The workflow process for MBD development with focus on decision tree in RODON is 
described in Figure 3.6. Firstly, we create a component in Composer, and load it into 
Analyzer to check whether it is OK or not, if it does not behave as we expect, we need to 
modify the component in Composer, otherwise, we can create more components and build up 
the system with them. Then, verify the system in Analyzer, if it is verified correct, we can 
generate database file for the model, otherwise, we need to modify it. The database file can be 
viewed in SDBView module, if it contains conflicts or errors, we need to go back to the 
Composer to modify the model, and otherwise, we can create symptoms and computer 
decision trees under DtGen module, finally we can save the tree configuration and export the 
tree to image or pdf-file. The process might be a bit different for example onboard 
diagnostics. 
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Figure 3.6 Workflow in RODON 
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4. Bus Door System 

In this Chapter, we will talk about the target system to be modelled. 
 

4.1 Front door overview 

The system23 to be modelled is the front door of the Volvo bus, the reason to choose the door 
system is that the functionality of the door system is easy to understand and the door is unique 
to the Volvo bus, we do not have the same door system in Volvo Trucks. Figure 4.1 shows the 
overlook of a Volvo bus. 

 
Figure 4.1 The module layout in a Volvo bus 
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A43 is the ECU which controls the front wing of the front door, A44 is the ECU which 
controls the rear wing of the front door and there are some other components like the button in 
the driver’s cabin, connecting to A41, the Dashboard module. 
 
The door selected to be modelled is electrically controlled and pneumatically operated. See 
Figure 4.2. 

 
Figure 4.2 Doors, Double, Overview 
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4.2 The basic principle of Door Operation  

 
Figure 4.3 Details of the double door 21 

 
1 Potentiometer     2 Electrical Connector    3 Door cylinder 22     4 Control valve 
5 Control unit     6 Pressure sensor    7 Emergency Opener   8 Seal with Sensing edge 
 
 
 
The door is an inward swinging door with one control valve per door blade.  
 
The door mechanism comprises mainly a door cylinder (3), a control valve (4), a 
potentiometer (1) and a control unit (5). See Figure 4.3. 
 
The doors are controlled electrically and operated pneumatically, the compressed air being 
distributed by the control valves to the cylinders which open and close the doors. 
 
The bus pneumatic system supplies the control valves with air. 
 
The control unit (5) sends signals to the control valve (4) when the door is being closed or 
opened. If something restricts the opening or closing, a signal is sent to the control unit, which 
then activates the control valve causing it to stop the operation of the door.  
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The control valve controls both the closing and opening of doors by steering compressed air 
to the different sides of the piston in the door cylinder (3).  
 
The pressure sensor (6) in the control valve senses the air pressure in each circuit for opening 
or closing. 
 
A potentiometer (1) is mounted on each door section, which senses the position of the section. 
The control unit registers information about the position of the door and how the change 
progresses. 
 
The emergency exit handle (7) can be placed by the door on the inside of the bus. When the 
handle is turned, pressure is released from the system and the door blades can be opened and 
closed manually. 
 
 
 

4.3 Control Valve 

 
Figure 4.4 Control Valve outlook 17 

 
All door functions for closing and opening the bus doors are controlled by the control valve 
which gets its compressed air from the bus pneumatic system. 
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There are three solenoid valves (A), (B) and (C) in the control valve. Solenoid A and B are 
used to close and open the doors respectively. C dampens the movement of the doors. See 
Figure 4.4. 
 
Connection (11) is for incoming compressed air. For door opening, compressed air enters the 
door cylinder via connector (23/24) while connector (21/22) is used for closing the door. 
Connector (3) is for venting the valve. During emergency opening of the door, compressed air 
enters solenoid valve (C) via connector (4). 
 
The pressure sensors all have a closing pressure of 4 ± 0.4 bar and sense the incoming 
pressure (m), closed door (n) and open door (o). The signals are sent to the door control unit.17 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4.5 Door Control mechanical drawing 21 

 
 
The doors are opened and closed using compressed air from the bus pneumatic system (d). 
The compressed air flows via the emergency opener(e) and port (11) to the control valve, 
which has three solenoid valves (A), (B) and (C) and to both pistons (f) and (h) which control 
the opening of the door. See Figure 4.5. 
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Connectors (23/24) and (21/22) are the outlets to the door cylinder (l), one for each side of the 
piston in the cylinder. Evacuation of air from the control valve is done using the evacuator (3). 
From the emergency opening valve (e) runs a compressed air line to connector (4) for the 
emergency opening of the door.21 

 
The closing speed of the door is set by adjusting screw (j). 
 
 
Door Closing  
 
When the door is being closed, a signal is sent from the control unit to the solenoid valve (A) 
which is activated and opens the channel so that the compressed air enters into the chamber 
(g). The compressed air presses piston (f) which in turn presses piston (h) to the end position. 
When piston (h) is at the end position, the channel opens so that compressed air passes via 
outlet (21/22) to the door cylinder, which is pushed to close the door. The air on the side of 
the door cylinder is evacuated via connector (23/24) to the space in the valve where piston (f) 
is, and opens the channel to the evacuator (3). 
 
Should someone or something get stuck between the doors when they are closing, the doors 
movement will be stopped. The potentiometer senses an abnormal door movement. The 
control unit registers the change and sends a signal to solenoid valve (A) which is closed; at 
the same time solenoid valve (B) is activated to open the door. To close the door again, the 
driver has to manually press the close button.21 

 
Damping Closing  
 
The door cylinders evacuate immediately if the solenoid valves are inactivated as there is no 
pressure on the diaphragm (i). The control unit activates solenoid valve (C) during the final 
stage of door closing in order to slow down the door movement. This means that both 
solenoid valves (A) and (C) are active during the final stage of door closing. Air enters the 
chamber (g) via solenoid valve C and passes on to the diaphragm (i), which closes outlet (3). 
The compressed air in the cylinder is now only evacuated via the adjustable opening to outlet 
(3). The damping time is adjusted using adjusting screw (j).21 

 
Door Opening  
 
When the door is being opened, a signal is sent from the control unit to the solenoid valve (B) 
which is activated and opens the channel so that compressed air enters the chamber (g). The 
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compressed air presses piston (h) which in turn presses piston (f) to the end position. When 
piston (f) is at the end position, the channel opens so that compressed air passes through outlet 
(23/24) to the door cylinder, which is pushed to open the door. The air on the side of the door 
cylinder is evacuated via connector (21/22) to the space in the valve where piston (h) is, and 
opens the channel to the evacuator (3). 
 
Damping Opening  
 
The door cylinder is evacuated immediately if the solenoid valve is inactive when there is no 
pressure on diaphragm (i). The control unit activates solenoid valve(C) during the final stage 
of door opening in order to slow down the door. This means that both solenoid valve (B) and 
(C) are active during the final stage of door opening. Air enters the chamber (g) via solenoid 
valve (C) and passes on to the diaphragm (i), which closes outlet (3). The compressed air in 
the cylinder is now only evacuated via the adjustable opening to outlet (3). The damping time 
is adjusted using adjusting screw (j). 
 
 
Emergency Opening 
 
When the emergency opening valve (e) is turned to the open position, the compressed air 
supply (d) is closed. At the same time compressed air enters the inlet (4) at the top of the 
solenoid valve (C). Compressed air enters via solenoid valve (C) into the chamber (g) and 
then on to the diaphragm (i) which closes the evacuator (3). The pistons (f) and (h) are 
pressed to their end positions and open the channel which bypasses the valves. All the 
compressed air in the control valve is evacuated via connection (11) and then out through the 
emergency opening valve (e).21 

 
 
 

4.4 Main Components 

The main components include:  
 
The ECU: That is the control module which receives signals from different components and 
does the logic inside ECU and sends back output signals to control other components. See 
Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6 IO/A control module 15 

 
 
Potentiometer: It can sense the current position of the door and give feedback signals to the 
ECU. See Figure 4.7. 
 

 

Figure 4.7 Potentiometer 15 

 
 
Door Cylinder: It controls the door open or close. See Figure 4.8. 

 
Figure 4.8 Cylinder 15 
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Control Valve: It contains three valves and two pressure sensors which are shown in Figure 
4.9. For the mechanical principle, please see section 4.3. 
 

 

Figure 4.9 Door Control Valves 15 

 
 
Sensitive Edge: During the door is closing, if the sensitive edge is touched, the door will open 
immediately to protect the passengers. See Figure 4.10. 
 

 
Figure 4.10 Sensitive Edges 15 

 
Door open/close button: If the door current position is closed, press the button in the driver’s 
cabin, the door will open; if the door is open, press the button will make the door close. See 
Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 Door open/close button 15 

 
 
 

4.5 Scope 

Figure 4.12 lists all the components which will be modelled in the front door system. 

 
 

Figure 4.12 The components included in the model 
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Figure 4.13 lists the components excluded from the model. The reason is that the Open Button 
for passenger belongs to a different ECU which is not included; photocell and Door step light 
are reserved for the functionalities of the automatic door but not implemented yet. And door 
cylinder is the mechanic component which is out of the scope of the front door electrical 
schematics. 

 

Figure 4.13 The components excluded in the model 
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5. Schematics 

Investigating the system schematics and the system architecture before starting to create a 
model is quite important for the modelling work. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.1 A part of component schematics 27 

 
 
Figure 5.1 above is a part of the schematics showing different components, such as B501F 
(the sensitive edge), S232F (Indoor Emergency Valve) connect to the door plate XBF. 0.75W 
means the diameter of wire is 0.75mm2 and the colour is White, 0.75SB means 0.75mm2 and 
black. 
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Figure 5.2 A part of schematics 27 

 
 

On the other side of the XBF which has been shown above in Figure 5.2, come different wires 
connected to corresponding pins in ECU. For example, on the left side of the connector, there 
is a pin called (XBF A: 1) which means door plate XBF, A part pin 1, it will go through a 
wire connect to a pin of Potentiometer, and on the right side, the wire will connect to 
(A43:B:15 ) which means ECU A43, B side pin 15, and (MC:1 C) means the location on the 
A43 drawing, just for convenience to find the tiny pin. 
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Figure 5.3 Door valves and pressure switches schematics 27 

 
 
 

We can see from Figure 5.3 the three door valves and three pressure switches, connecting to 
the pins on corresponding ECU. 
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Figure 5.4 ECU A43 27  

 
The real control functionality is implemented inside the ECU. The A side and B side pins are 
interface for the outside. See Figure 5.4. All the input and output signals will go through these 
pins into or out of the ECU. Figure 5.5 shows all the input and output signals together with 
descriptions. I_XXX stands for input signal which travels through wires from components 
into ECU and O_XXX means output signal which goes from ECU to components. 
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Figure 5.5 I/O config A43 
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6. Model Hardware 

Now, we are going to model the hardware of the system using RODON. 
 

6.1 Model components 

To build the model in RODON software, we need to activate the Composer module where the 
design and edit work should be done. First, to create different components in Composer, then 
do some verification to test the functionality in the Analyzer to make sure the behaviour of the 
component works fine as expected. After that, we can connect different components together 
to build up the system. 
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Figure 6.1 Library: packages and models 
 
From the Common.Electrical.Switches library which has been shown in Figure 6.1, there are 
lots of different switch models already available, we can investigate the feature of each switch 
and pick the right one we need, just drag and drop to the main panel. The currently available 
models are most common ones which will be used quite frequently, but sometimes, we have 
more specific requirements to meet, so we can ether inherit from the existing model and add 
more features based on it, or generate a new one. 
 
Now, we need two the Door Locking Switches, S160F and S161R. Their behaviour should be 
like this: when the switch is on, the current is allowed to flow through and the door will be 
locked, otherwise, the current is stopped and the door is unlocked.  We can create a switch 
model and S160F and S161R can be its instances. 
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The Door Locking Switch model should have the basic switch behaviour like switch on and 
off, the reason we do not use the existing model but build a new one is that we finally need to 
do diagnosis to detect some electrical error such as open circuit and shorted to ground, so we 
need to distinguish between a disconnected wire and switch off, and the difference between a 
grounded wire and switch on. 
 
Firstly, we drag two pins and one discreteConnector from library and drop the two the main 
panel, the Layout tab of the main panel should be on now. See Figure 6.2.  
 

 
Figure 6.2 Model SwitchReal component 

 
Then, switch to the Rodelica tab, to edit the functionality using Rodelica programming 
language. See Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3 Rodelica code for SwitchReal 
 
 
The line in Figure 6.3 above 
DiscreteConnector posNom (pm = "sw", min = 0, max = 1, mapping = SW_OFF_ON); 
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maps the variable “posNom” to predefined values “SW_OFF_ON”.  The nominal position 
variable “posNom” will be used as the input or so called expected position of the switch.  
 
The convention is that value 0 corresponds to the default value i.e. the value when the 
variable has not been changed by the mechanic.  Here 0 is mapped to OFF, 1 is mapped to 
ON. 
 
And in the SwitchReal model, we also define another discrete variable “posAct” which 
indicates the actual position of the switch. 
 
Failure modes (fm) shall be defined for each component in the model that can cause an error 
or symptom. Each failure mode variable shall have a defined range and mapping describing 
the different failure modes. The min value of failure mode variables is always zero and 
RODON considers this to be the nominal mode. 
 
In our switch model, we map failure mode (fm) to the system predefined variable 
“FM_OK_STUCKS_OPEN_STUCKS_CLOSED”, see Figure 6.3. 
 
FailureMode fm  (max = 2, mapping = FM_OK_STUCKS_OPEN_STUCKS_CLOSED); 
 
If fm is equal to 0 which means the model is OK, so we can just make the input position 
“posNom” equal to the actual postion “posAct” . Then, we check whether the position is on or 
off to do corresponding work, which applies different resistors to implement the Ohm law. 
Here is the nominal case code from Figure 6.3. 
 
   // Basic constraints for nominal case:  
   if (fm == 0)  
   { 
       // Actual switch position is nominal switch position: 
       posAct = posNom; 
       // Constraints for switch position "off": 
       if (posAct == 0) 
       {   
   // Small current through pin 1: 
   p1.u - p2.u = -rHigh*p2.i; 
       } 
       if (posAct == 1) 
       {   
   // Large current through pin 1: 
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   p1.u - p2.u = -rLow*p2.i; 
       } 
   } 
 
 
If fm equals to 1, so the failure mode is mapped to STUCKS_OPEN which means no matter 
what the expect position is, the actual position is always off. And when the failure mode is 
equal to 2,  STUCKS_CLOSED, the actual position will be always on even if the “posNom” 
is set to off. Here is the failure mode code from Figure 6.3. 
 
   // Constraints for failure mode "disconnected": 
   if (fm == 1)  
   { 
      // Actual position is "off": 
      posAct = 0;  
      p1.u - p2.u = -rHigh*p2.i; 
   } 
   // Constraints for failure mode "shorted": 
   if (fm == 2)  
   { 
      // Actual position is "on": 
      posAct = 1; 
      p1.u - p2.u = -rLow*p2.i; 
   } 
 
Then we active the Icon tab to design an icon for the model. 
 
The Icon Editor is used to define the external appearance of a class. Or more precisely: the 
Icon Editor is used to determine how specimens of this type of model class are later displayed 
graphically in another system model. 
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Figure 6.4 Edit the icon for SwitchReal in Icon tab 

 
As you can see from Figure 6.4, the icon of the switch model looks very similar to a common 
schematic diagram of the real system. This is an important property of a RODON model. It is 
due to the 
component-oriented modeling philosophy in RODON and the intuitive icon representation for 
the different subsystem and component models. 
 
 
 

6.2 Build up the system 

After finishing modelling all the components needed, it is time to put them together to build 
up the system. We can of course create a new component when we find out we missed one or 
replace the old one with a new updated component if more requirements are needed to be 
fulfilled. 
 
Figure 6.5 shows the architecture of the system. ECU A43, ECU A44 and many different 
components comprise the Front Door System. The ECU contains several decoders and drivers 
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behave as A/D converters but in opposite directions, the Logic Block is the main part of ECU 
which implements the functionality. 

 
Figure 6.5 System Hierarchy 

 
 
To build up the system, we just follow the schematics and connect the exact pins together. 
Using the RODON software is quite easy to do this work, shown in Figure 6.6. It could be 
noted that the electrical connections and topology can be automatically imported with the 
RODON sub-tool DDI which uses netlists (wirelists). Originally, the electrical schematics 
were created from a netlist (wirelist). 
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Figure 6.6 Build up the system 

 
 
The heart of the system is the ECU A43 and A44 which control the front wing and rear wing 
respectively. Take A43 for example, inside A43 on the input signal side, the input analogue 
signal should be converted to numerical signal, and the output signal will be transformed back 
to analogue on the output side. So we use the decoder on the input side, and the driver on the 
output side to do the convert job, which is shown in Figure 6.7. The logic box is actually the 
“real meat”. After the decoders convert, the logic box receive the signal and do the logic 
calculation inside the block and generate logic output which send out of the box to the drivers.  
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Figure 6.7 inside ECU A43 
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7. Model software – PLC 

In this chapter, we are going to investigate the PLC source code and model the behaviour of 
the system. 
 

7.1 Door behaviour description in Volvo bus 

Request to open the door can be received from 

 Service button above the door  
 Common door, e.g. driver's buttons  
 Automatic function  

If one of the open requests above is received and all other conditions for opening the door are 
OK (e.g. vehicle speed, door not locked, not open...) the pneumatic valves are set to open the 
door. 

Request to close the door can be received from 

 Service button above the door  
 Common door, e.g. driver's buttons  
 Automatic function  

If one of the close requests above is received and all other conditions for closing the door are 
OK (e.g. ramp not out, door not closed...) the pneumatic valves are set to close the door. 

When closing the door, the following safety functions are active 

 Sensitive edge (if present). Primary safety function.  
 Speed measurement, triggers if the door is moving too slow. Primary if sensitive edge 

is not present, else secondary safety function.  
 Time out, triggers if the door has not left fully open position within a specific time 

after the closing started. Secondary safety function.  

If any of these functions triggers during closing, the door is opened immediately. 

When opening the door the following safety functions are active; 
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 Speed measurement, triggers if the door is moving too slow. Primary safety function.  
 Time out, triggers if the door has not left closed position within a specific time after 

the opening started. Secondary safety function.  

If any of these functions trigger during the opening, the door is released immediately. 29 

 

7.2 VMT environment 

VMT is the abbreviation for Volvo Multiplex Tool. See Figure 7.1. 
  
Volvo Bus Corporation use VMT to do the work such as design the functionality of the 
components, edit the signal and the components, and do the diagnosis, etc. 
 
The developers share the server with latest revisions of the components. 
  
 

 
Figure 7.1 VMT overview 

 
 
  
 
Now, let’s open funcspec from File dropdown list shown in Figure 6.1, and then we get a new 
window, we can see from Figure 7.2. 
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Figure 7.2 Open funcspec windonw 
 
 
 
Here we select Door11, the front blade. 
 

 
Figure 7.3 Door 11 function specification 

 
 
All the corresponding information is stored in a xml file. Here we can see from the tree shape 
in Figure 7.3 the number of the component Door11 is 21350766, and the purpose, description, 
requirements, implementation and logic from above to bottom. 
 
The signal sub-tree of implementation contains more sub-trees such as input, output. And 
logic tree contains the real logic program which is separated into several sub-programs. 
 
Now, we press “Edit logic” button on the right, we will enter the interface shown in Figure 
7.4. 
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7.3 PLC 

 
Figure 7.4 environment 

 
 
This PLC software environment enables the creation of local or distributed control systems 
and fully supports all six of the PLC languages: Sequential Function Chart (SFC), Function 
Block Diagram (FBD), Ladder Diagram (LD), Structured Text (ST), Instruction List (IL) and 
Flow Chart (FC). 
 
Function Block Diagram (FBD) is a graphical representation of many different types of 
equations which allows users to build complex procedures by taking existing function blocks 
from the library and wiring them together on the screen.  
 
 

 
Figure 7.5 A part of PLC source code 29 

 
 

Figure 7.5 shows a door function example source code of FBD. The basic functionality of this 
example is during the door closing, if someone stands between the two closing door wings, 
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the sensitive edge will be triggered and the door will be opened again to protect the passenger. 
20 

 
The “boonet” function block is used to transmit the input signal to the CAN bus signal, but to 
model the CAN bus network is out of scope, so basically all the bus signals need not to be 
included except the “B_Door11SenEdOpe” and “B_Door12SenEdOpe” which are exchanged 
by the two door wings to notify each other whether its own sensitive edge is triggered or not. 
Because during the two door wings closing, no matter front wing sensitive edge or rear wing 
sensitive edge is triggered, the two wings will both open again. 
 
The TOF function block uses “Door11Closing” and “t#2500ms” as inputs which takes time 
into consideration, the internal timer will be set when signal changes. And for some other 
function blocks, the output signal will be used as the feedback input. 
 
The problem is that the RODON software does not support timers and state machines, and 
during simulation, the model does not have memory to remember the previous state, so when 
translating the code, some assumptions and simplifications should be made, such as separate 
the dynamic state transition into several static states, different states will have different 
behaviours. 
 
Take the above example, to program the Rodelica code and implement the same behaviour,  
 
 
model LogicBoxA43 
 
BooleanConnector     B_Door12SenEdOpe; 
BooleanConnector     I_SeDoor11SenEdg; 
Boolean                  Door11Closing; 
Boolean                  Door11Opening; 
Boolean                  Door11Stop; 
Boolean                Door11SenEdgOpen; 
 
behavior 
    Door11SenEdgOpen = (I_SeDoor11SenEdg | B_Door12SenEdOpe) & Door11Closing 
& !Door11Opening & !Door11Stop; 
 
end LogicBoxA43; 
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This Rodelica code ignores some preconditions and safety checking from the bus signal and 
do not consider the time issue, just pure logic. 
 
 
Figure 7.6 shows another PLC example. 
 

 
Figure 7.6 Another PLC example 29 

 
 
Translate it into Rodelica: 
 

Boolean   D11DriverOpenReq; 
Boolean   D11DriverShutReq; 
Boolean   D11SrvOpenReq; 
Boolean   D11SrvShutReq; 
Boolean   Door11SplyPr; 
Boolean   Door11EmergStop; 
Boolean   Door11StopReset; 

 
behavior 

Door11StopReset = ( D11DriverOpenReq | D11DriverShutReq | D11SrvOpenReq | 
D11SrvShutReq ) & Door11SplyPr & !Door11EmergStop; 
  
 
For other function blocks, such as RS, see Figure 7.7, we can investigate the true table, then 
we find out that the “result Q1” is equal to “Set & !Reset1” 
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Figure 7.7 Reset dominant bistable 

 
 
The “translation” work is the most tricky part, for some simple function boxes, such as 
“AND”, “OR”, they are already available in the existing library, but for other special blocks 
which are not available, you can either define it on your own, or just write the Rodelica source 
code to implement the behaviour. If the system is not large, we can use different function 
blocks to connect to each other. If the system containing lots of signals and in some cases 
some output signals will be used as the inputs of other blocks, just like a feedback, and 
RODON does not support the same name in one model, so as the number of signals increases, 
the function blocks of the system will not be clear to read and understand. It’s a matter of taste 
whether you write Rodelica code under Rodelica tab in Composer or create function block 
models and connect them together under Layout tab. 
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8. System Explanation and Simulation  

This chapter gives the explanation of the system design and simulates the functionalities in 
RODON. 
 
 

8.1 Explanation of the system design 

As mentioned in chapter 7, RODON does not have memory to remember the previous state. 
But the door open or close process is a dynamic and continuous procedure which the current 
version of RODON does not support, so the door positions should be separated into several 
states and go through them state by state, i.e. five states are defined: fullClosed, almostClosed, 
middle, open, fullOpen, shown in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2. The basic positions are 
fullClosed and fullOpen, and middle position will be useful during the door is closing and 
opening. The reason to include almostClosed and open is that during the final stage of the 
door closing and opening the StopOn valve will be triggered to slow down the speed of the 
door moving. So when the door is closing and the door position is almostClosed, or when the 
door is opening and the door position is open, this brake scenario will happen. 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 8.1 Open procedure     Figure 8.2 Close procedure 
 

 
In the real door system, if the ECU receives an open or close operation from the input 
component like the service button, after some safety checking, if the operation is allowed, the 
corresponding signals will be sent out of ECU to the three door solenoids to control the door 
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open or close. At the same time, the three pressure switches will sense whether there comes 
compressed air from relative door valves, and send signals back to ECU, and the signals will 
also be used as the input to some functions, it is actually a input, output and feedback dynamic 
circle. While RODON does not support this situation as e.g. Simulink does but there are often 
ways to capture the static behaviour of a feedback loop in the model. From a diagnostic point 
of view, we do not normally want to measure a voltage during a temporary state, i.e. “Press 
button and measure voltage after 1.5s and before 3.5s”. So what we need to do is to cut the 
procedure into two parts, manually set the values of the three pressure switches but based on 
the previous condition. In the pressure switch model, use a sensePressure variable to indicate 
whether the compressed air comes to press or more precisely, to push the switch. If the 
variable is true, this means compressed air comes to press the switch, so in the next step, the 
pressure switch should be on. 
 
 
After loading the model to Analyzer, we set the input values, see Figure 8.3 
 

 
Figure 8.3 input variables setting for fullClosed 

 
 

Now, the current position is fullClossed, we press Service Button S276F to open the door, and 
we are sure both door wings are unlocked and no one turn on Emergency Valves, and we 
notice that Open Pressure Switches and Shut Pressure Switches are NotPressed, but Supply 
Pressure Switches are pressed which means the pneumatic supply is OK, this is also an 
assumption because without compressed air no operation of the door will work. 
 
Then we do simulation as shown in Figure 8.4 
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Figure 8.4 Simulation: fullClosed to almostClosed 

 
 
We can notice that the Door11 and Door12 new positions are almostClosed, which means the 
doors open a little bit from fullClosed to almostClosed.  And we can also notice previously 
the Open and Shut Pressure Switches are NotPressed, after simulation the variable 
“sensePressure” in Open Pressre Swtich is true and the one in Shut Pressure Switch is false, 
that is because we are trying to open the door, so the corresponding open valve is on with 
colour turns from gray to red, and the relative Open Pressure Switch should sense the coming 
compressed air from the Open Valve. So in the next step of the simulation, we should set the 
Open Pressure Switch to Pressed. 
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Figure 8.5 Input variables setting for almostClosed 

 
 

Here in Figure 8.5 we can see the current position is set to almostClosed, and two Open 
Pressure Switch are Pressed, one more thing that needs to be mentioned is that in the real 
situation, we just press a button and release it, then the door will open or close automatically. 
So here we have to release the Serve Button S276F which we pressed in the previous stage. 
After simulation, the Door11 and Door12 new positions will be middle, open larger. If we 
continue the simulation, the door position will turn from middle to open, finally from open to 
fullOpen. So this is the whole procedure of door opening in the model. 
 
One more thing needed to be mentioned is that in the real door system the compressed air will 
move through the door valve to the cylinder to control the door opening or closing, but here 
the cylinder is not included in the model scope, so the logic inside the DoorWing model needs 
to be programmed to implement the door position switch, see Figure 8.6. 
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Figure 8.6 Rodelica source code for DoorWing model 

 
 
If other situations happen, the door will keep the current position. 
 
 

8.2 Simulation in RODON 

It is time to load the system model to Analyzer to simulate and verify whether the 
functionalities behave as expected. Let’s verify the door closing procedure. 
 
Firstly, set all the input variables as shown in Figure 8.7, the current position is fullOpen, we 
press the Driver’s Door Open Outside Button to try to close the door, and the door locks, 
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sensitive edges and emergency valves are off, pneumatic supply is OK. Here we can save the 
setting in a .dat file and reload it next time. 
 
 

 
Figure 8.7 input variables setting for fullOpen 
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Now we switch from the Values tab back to the Browser of Analyzer. Press Simulate button 
on the toolbar, then we can see that the Shut Valve is on, the doors are trying to close, and the 
new positions of the Door11 and Door12 are both open, compared with previous position 
fullOpen, the doors close a little bit, see Figure 8.8. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8.8 Simulation: fullOpen to open 
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If we continue the procedure, the door wings will continue to close, from open to middle, see 
Figure 8.9. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8.9 Simulation: open to middle 
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But what if someone turns on the Emergency Valve, what will happen? Normally, in the real 
bus, the Emergency Valve will not be turned on unless it is a emergency situation such as the 
bus is on fire and the door cannot be open by the normal button. Then we turn on the 
Emergency Valve so the compressed air in the door valves will be released, the doors will 
keep the current position, then the passenger can open the door manually and get off the bus. 
Similarly, if we turn on the Indoor Emergency Valve in the model, after simulation, the doors 
positions are still open, see Figure 8.10. But we can notice that the variable sensePressure in 
Supply Pressure Switch is false which indicates the compressed air is released. 
 
 

 
Figure 8.10 Simulation: Emergency Valve  
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If no one triggers the Sensitive Edges, the doors will keep closing, from middle to 
almostClosed, but now we can test it, to simulate the situation that someone touches the Front 
Wing Sensitive Edge, see Figure 8.11. After simulation, the new position is open; the doors 
are trying to open to protect the passenger, just the same as the real door functionality. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8.11 Simulation: Sensitive Edge 
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Next, we simulate the final stage of the closing operation, both Shut and StopOn Valves are 
on, the speed of the door moving will be slow down, the position will turn from almostClosed 
to fullClosed, see Figure 8.12. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8.12 Simulation: almostClosed to fullClosed  
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There is a special functionality that during the door closing or opening, if the open/close 
button is triggered, the door will reverse the direction, i.e. if the door is opening, it will try to 
close immediately and if it is closing, it will open at once. Here the current position is 
almostClosed, the door is closing and its next position is supposed to be fullClosed, but now 
we press the Service Button, the door will then try to open, see Figure 8.13. 
 
 
  

 
Figure 8.13 Simulation: reverse direction 
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Now, the nominal behaviour left to test is the Door Locking Switch, it only works when the 
door is fullClosed. This is the main difference between front door and middle door or rear 
door. For the front door, you can lock either front wing or rear wing, and control the other. 
That is to say the two door blades are controlled separately. But for middle door and rear door, 
the two door wings are controlled together, they are synchronized.  Here in the model we 
lock the front wing (Door11), after simulation we notice that only the rear wing (Door12) 
open from fullClosed to almostClosed, but Door11 is locked, still fullClosed, see Figure 8.14. 
 
 
 

 
 Figure 8.14 Simulation: Door Lock  
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In Volvo Bus, they have their own diagnostics system which will be discussed in detail in the 
next section. FMI (Failure Mode Identifier) is a part of fault code in Volvo Bus which 
indicates the type of fault, and fault code is the main method used in Volvo Bus to do fault 
tracing. We can map FMI to the Failure Mode in RODON, for instance, FMI5 means Current 
below normal or open circuit and FMI6 means Current above normal or grounded circuit 
 
 
 
FMI5 Simulation 
 
Failure simulations and nominal simulations are done in the same way, now we reload the .dat 
file we saved before, refer Figure 8.3. The current position is fullClosed, then we do one more 
setting: we disconnect the 'wire Y100F::1--A43::A1', see Figure 8.15 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8.15 disconnected wire 
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After simulation, we notice from Figure 8.16 that the fault code fcOpenFMI5 in the ECU A43 
is set. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8.16 fcOpenFMI5 is set 
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FMI6 Simulation 
Similarly, we set the same wire to short to ground like Figure 8.17. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8.17 grounded wire 
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Then after simulation, we notice from Figure 8.18 the fault code fcOpenFMI6 in ECU A43 is 
set. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8.18 fcOpenFMI6 is set 
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9. Performing Model-Based Diagnostics 

Now we are going to use RODON to perform Model-Based Diagnostics to solve the problem 
which is the opposite of above operations. In the end of chapter 8, we set a specific 
component to a certain fault mode (wire disconnect or short to ground) and found out the 
resulting system behaviour by simulation. Now we are assuming that we have observed a 
faulty system behaviour and want to find out the cause of the problem at the component level. 
 
Now we load the same .dat file in previous session as described in section8.2, but this time we 
set the output manually, Door11 new position is fullClosed, Door12 new position is 
almostClosed, this is our observed value, then press the Diagnose button. When the diagnosis 
is finished, the most probable component(s) appear highlighted from red to blue in the 
Browser layout, and the suspected candidates are listed in the console as well, we can see in 
Figure 9.1 the 'wire Y100F::1--A43::A1' is in the list. 
 
 

 
Figure 9.1 Diagnosis 
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10. AutoSim 

RODON AutoSim is a module which is designed to simulate systematically various input 
states in combination with possible fault modes of a system. It will run all the possible cases 
automatically depending on the configuration you set, and output the results of these 
simulations which can be saved in a state data base. The database file can then be viewed with 
the RODON SDBView module. If the database file contains conflicts, this means the logic of 
the model is not correct; if it contains multiple values, that means at least one result of the 
simulation is not unique, or the value is undetermined, while to generate decision tree, the 
outputs have to be unique, so we need to go back to the Composer to modify the model. If 
there are no conflicts and multiple values in the database, we can use it as the basis for the 
decision tree generation with the RODON DtGen module.  
 
In the AutoSim window, see Figure 10.1, you can drag and drop the input variables from the 
left Variables window and assign an initial value to each, you can also specify which output 
variables you want to get from the simulation which will be treated as the simulation results. 
In other relative tabs you can point out Failure Mode and specify output files which will store 
the simulation results in the state database with the extension “.sdb”. 
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Figure 10.1 AutoSim configuration 
 
 
After AutoSim simulate all the possible cases, this will take some time based on the number of 
total simulations (about 3000 simulations take about 5 minutes). We can use SDBView 
module to check the data base, if there are conflicts or multiple values in the database, which 
means the database is defective, you have to investigate the data and go back to the Composer 
to modify the model, then run the AutoSim again until the data base is perfect, which you can 
see from the SDB Statistics dialog, see Figure 10.2. 
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Figure 10.2 Database without any conflicts in SDBView 
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11. Decision Tree 

RODON DtGen is a module which is used to generate and edit decision trees. The base of the 
decision trees is a state data base which is generated from a model and simulated with 
RODON AutoSim. 
 
Firstly, load the database then create symptoms from variables with the property mark “fc” 
(means fault codes), see Figure 11.1. (A property mark is like a label used to put 
measurements/observations into categories)  
 

 
Figure 11.1 Add Symptoms for PMs 

 
 
Then we press Compute Trees button to compute the tree and get all the decision trees for all 
the fault codes. Figure 11.2 is an example of one such decision tree. We start from the root 
specifying the specific failure code (“Door11—failure code fcSeEdgFMI5 is set” means the 
failure code fcSeEdgFMI5 of Door11 is set to be on), and then follow the instruction step by 
step until we find out the error component. Several of the nodes in the decision tree in Figure 
11.2 are labelled “Continuity test”, this means measuring the resistance between the ends of 
the wire. 
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Figure 11.2 Decision Tree Door11—failure code fcSeEdgFMI5 is set 

 
 
Sometimes, it is easy to do visual check, or it is more expensive and hard to use a professional 
equipment to do the test, so we can select Prefer Observations like in Figure 11.3 and the tree 
will be reorganized. You can see from Figure 11.4 the Visual Check will show up in the very 
top level of the tree. 
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Figure 11.3 Prefer Observations 
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Figure 11.4 reordered tree 

 
 
There are some symptoms without triggering fault codes in the Service Bulletins, so 
correspondingly we should have the similar symptoms in RODON. We can define the 
symptoms manually without any property mark (beginning of section 11). 
For example, right now the doors current position is fullOpen, and no one turns on the 
Emergency Valves, we press the Service Button to try to close the door, but Door11 does not 
respond, it still fullOpen. So this is a symptom with no fault code triggered, we should set the 
variables needed in the Define Symptom dialog, and all the fault code will be set to false to 
make sure they will not show up in the tree nodes, see Figure 11.5. 
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Figure 11.5 Define Symptom 
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Figure 11.6 Decision Tree Door11NotClose 

 
 
 
After performing compute trees, we got a decision tree which starts with the symptom 
description, see Figure 11.6. It is a large tree which cannot show all its nodes in the screen. It 
starts from the symptom description.  We can also make the tree “fall down”, select Left 
Right Layout, we can see the “new” tree keeps the same order but the flow is from left to right, 
see Figure 11.7. 
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Figure 11.7 Left Right Layout tree 
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12. Verification on the bus and Fault Tracing 

In this chapter, we will discuss the faults which are injected to the bus and do fault tracing to 
find out the causes, then compare different fault tracing methods. 
 

12.1 Inject faults to the bus 

12.1.1 Fault 1—Open circuit 

In the real bus, with the help of a Volvo engineer, we disconnect 'wire B501F::1--XBF::B1', 
triggered FMI 5. 
 

 
Figure 12.1 FMI 5 triggered from the real bus 
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Figure 12.1 show what we read out from VMT, it contains some information about the fault, 
which can be used as the hint for fault tracing. But it depends largely on the experience of the 
experts, and we do not have some kind of guide which can help us to do diagnosis. 
 
 
So we switch to guided diagnosis, follow the instruction of the decision tree in Figure 11.4 
“Door11—fcSeEdgFMI5 is set”, step by step to check, test or measure relative components. 
Finally, we can find out that 'wire B501F::1--XBF::B1' is disconnected, shown in Figure 12.2. 
 

 

Figure 12.2 'wire B501F::1--XBF::B1' open circuit 
 
 

12.1.2 Fault 2—Service Button Disabled 

Similarly, we also verified the symptoms without triggering the fault code. We make sure the 
door is in full open position and no one turn on the emergency valves and press the service 
button, but we observed that the door did not response for the close command. 
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If we have no guide, what we can do is just follow the suspected candidates list in the Service 
Bulletin (see Figure 2.2) to try each one until we find the right solution.  
 
What we did now is follow the decision tree for this symptom: Door11NotClose--Door11 
current position is fullOpen, both emergency valves off, press Service Button, but Door11 is 
still fullOpen, see Figure 11.6. 
 
Finally, shown in Figure 12.3 we got the suspected component in one leaf node of the tree:  
SrvButt_S276F stuck_open which means even if you press down the button, it is still not 
triggered, the signal is not sent out, something is wrong with the service button, and this is 
exactly the component we have “damaged”! 
 

 

Figure 12.3 Service Button disabled 
 
 

12.1.3 Fault 3—Short to ground 

The fault 1 (see 12.1.1) we injected on the bus can trigger a fault code containing FMI5, fault 
2 (see 12.1.2) is a symptom which you can find in Service Bulletins, but what if there is a 
symptom which does not trigger any fault code and it is not described in the Service Bulletin. 
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Now you can define the symptom in DtGen module of RODON and generate corresponding 
decision tree for it. 
 

 

Figure 12.4 Symptom not in Service Bulletin 
 

Figure 12.4 shows a symptom which cannot be found in Service Bulletin. The symptom is 
that the two door wings are closing, we trigger the sensitive edge, normally the door should 
try to open again to protect passenger from hurt, but here the door just stopped. Following the 
tree in Figure 12.4, we can reach a node in the tree where a wire connected to the Emergency 
Valve is short to ground, which means even no one turn on the Emergency Valve, the 
grounded wire will make it behave as it is on, so the compressed air will be released and the 
door will keep the current position which can explain this abnormal symptom. 

 
After the verification on the real bus, the modification needed to be done about the model is 
the switch component. Previously, we design the switch with two resistors which can both 
distinguish switch on and short to ground wire, and switch off and open circuit. Although this 
design makes it quite easy to detect a fault, it is expensive to use this kind of switch in the real 
bus, so they actually use the ideal switch instead. When the open circuit and short to ground 
happen in the input side, they are considered normal and do not trigger any fault codes which 
means that we need to change the switch model to an ideal one and remove some relative 
FMIs on the input signal side. But on the output side the PLC-solution can detect the fault and 
trigger the FMI, so we keep the corresponding FMI in the model. 
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12.2 Comparison 

From the inject faults and the comparison of different fault tracing methods, we can draw a 
conclusion that guided diagnostics performs best. 
 

 
Figure 12.5 Comparison of the three methods 

 
 

We can see clearly from Figure 12.5 that read out fault code and with the help of information 
and abnormal signals in VMT we can get some clue to do diagnosis, if it is a symptom 
without any fault code triggered, we may get some abnormal signals from the VMT, but the 
information is quite limited for diagnosis, and it just can be understandable by programmer 
not mechanics in workshop, that’s why there are two question marks in the table. Service 
Bulletins contain some symptoms but take time to test each probable cause. Obviously, 
guided diagnosis not only give us a warning that there is something wrong with the system 
but also point out the right direction, guide us to do effective measurement to find the faults 
quickly. 
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13. Conclusions  

This Chapter gives the RODON software evaluation, recommendation for the future work and 
conclusion for this thesis work. 
 

13.1 RODON software evaluation 

For the RODON software, it is very powerful and convenient to be used to model the 
hardware. After investigating the hardware schematics carefully and clearly, one can just 
follow the drawings to drag and drop the existing components or model from the library then 
connect the pins together, this step can also be automated with RODON’s sub-tool: DDI. 
Even if the component needed is not available in the current libraries, it is possible to design it 
on your own and once this model is accomplished and verified to be correct using the 
Analyzer, it can be reused in other systems. As for the behaviour of the target system, the so 
called software part of the system, it needs some kind of “translation” from the real 
functionality to the model behaviour and it is the responsibility of the person who is 
modelling the system and it is the key part of the model procedure. The outcome of the model 
work depend largely on how proficiently the one responsible for the modelling can use the 
RODON software, how well he or she understand the system clearly, and how well the 
communication with other experts can be done to get useful and effective information. 
However, the requirements on the user go down when RODON is used in a larger scale with 
an existing component library and when a well-defined process has been established. 
  
When the model is getting more and more complicated, the time needed to generate the 
database or perform model-based diagnosis will increase exponentially. There is no timer, 
memory and state machine in RODON that sometimes bring more difficulty to the modelling 
work. When the current state needs to remember the previous state, some assumptions and 
simplifications have to be made in order to construct a more detailed model. But the exciting 
news is that the new version of RODON (version 4.3) which include some new features fixes 
this problem; it seems that the new version has some kind of “memory” and state machine to 
deal with the dynamic system problem. 
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13.2 Recommendations  

From the current two diagnostics strategies, we notice that some errors which will trigger the 
fault code can be used as the clue for experts to find error components. But the suspected 
candidates sometimes is a subsystem, the level is still high, not quite clear and exact, so it 
takes time to do measurements to eliminate some candidates until the broken one is found. 
For the symptoms which do not trigger the fault codes, the checking work will be more 
time-consuming, because there is a risk that all the probable causes in the Service Bulletins 
have to be checked before the broken component is found. So including guided diagnostics is 
becoming more and more urgent because of its efficiency and time-saving features. 
My recommendation is that using RODON software to model the target system25, this model 
behaviour should be as similar as possible to the reality, but not need to be exactly the same, a 
diagnostic model needs not to be the same as a simulation model used in e.g. control theory, 
just focus on the behaviour relevant for fault tracing, sometimes necessary assumptions and 
simplifications should be made. And it is better to take the reusability, extensibility and 
reliability into consideration, so the model may be used as a prototype for later use, i.e. we 
can reuse our Front Door System when build up the middle door and rear door systems. All 
the components in front door are the same as those in other doors and can therefore be reused 
in other modules. The difference between the front door and other common doors is that for 
the front door the two blades can be controlled separately while the blades on other doors are 
synchronized, we can make a few modifications and get a new door. After our model is 
verified both by simulation in Analyzer, it can be used to generate decision trees. Each 
decision tree starts either with a specific fault code or a symptom description without any fault 
code. Hence, the fault code and the service bulletin methods will have some connection with 
each other. And following the decision tree to find out the error component will be quite 
efficiently and precisely, it will end up with only one candidate. And the trees are generated 
automatically by the software which avoids the manual generation work.  
 
One more suggestion is that the best way in the long term to use MBD method in a productive 
and effective way is to implement the behaviour and build up the model at the same time. If 
you build up models before the design is frozen, RODON can provide valuable feedback to 
the designers regarding e.g. fault code coverage and sensor placement. Hence weak spots in 
design can be spotted early before it is too late to fix them; otherwise, we will do the 
modelling work always after the system is done, and it is a kind of rework. Another 
alternative is that the software supplier support specific libraries for the target system or 
programming language, so the “translation” work will be much easier, while the burden will 
be transferred to the people develop the model tools. Recently, a component library: VolvoLib 
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is already under development at Volvo trucks. A lot can be reused in Volvo busses which will 
reduce the modelling cost. 
 
 

13.3 Conclusion 

All in all, the decision tree can be integrated to the already existing method as a complement, 
so using the decision tree generated from RODON as guided diagnostics, follow the 
instructions in each node of the tree step by step can easily locate the erroneous component. 
Instead of the existing service bulletins, we can do trouble shooting in a very efficient way 
and provide better service for customers, such as improved warranty can save lots of time and 
money. 
 

13.4 Future work 

My suggestion to the future work is to develop a Volvo library so that some particular 
components are available, which can save modeller much time. If the whole bus electrical 
system need to be modelled, the CAN bus should be included, and not only electrical faults 
but also mechanical faults need to be taken into consideration. 
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Abbreviations 

Throughout the report a number of abbreviations are used. The meanings of these 
abbreviations are given here. 
 
ECU    Electrical Control Unit 
VMT    Volvo Multiplex Tool 
PLC    programmable logic controller 
SAE    SAE International, formerly the Society of Automotive Engineers 
MID      Message Identification Description 
PID      Parameter Identification Description 
SID      Subsystem Identification Description 
FMI      Failure Mode Identification 
GDE     General Diagnostic Engine 
GDE+     the Generalized Diagnosis Engine+ 
MBD    Model-based Diagnosis 
MBR    Model-based Reasoning 
 
 
Abbreviations used in hardware schematics: 
 
A43        ECU, I/O module, Front Wing of First Door 
A44        ECU, I/O module, Rear Wing of First Door 
  
XBF Door Plate, Connector, one side connect to ECU, the other to 

different components, Front Wing 
XBR Door Plate, Connector, one side connect to ECU, the other to 

different components, Rear Wing 
  
B401F Potentiometer, report the current position of      Front Wing of 

First Door to ECU  
B401R Potentiometer, report the current position of Rear Wing of First 

Door to ECU  
  
S232F      Indoor Emergency Valve  
S233F      Outdoor Emergency Valve 
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B501F      Sensor, Sensitive Edge, Front Wing of First Door 
B501R      Sensor, Sensitive Edge, Rear Wing of First Door 
  
S160F      Driver's Door Open Outside Button 
  
S161F      Door Locking Switch, Front Wing of First Door   
S161R      Door Locking Switch, Rear Wing of First Door 
 
S276F Service Door Switch, same functionality as the open/close button 

located on the driver's control panel, only use for testing in 
workshop 

   
Y100F Control Valve OPEN, when it is on, the compressed air will go 

through it into the cylinder to push the door open, Front Wing of 
First Door 

Y101F Control Valve SHUT, when it is on, the compressed air will go 
through it into the cylinder to push the door close, Front Wing of 
First Door  

Y102F Control Valve STOP, when the final stage of the door opening or 
closing, it will be on, the compressed air will go through it into the 
opposite end of the cylinder to slow down the speed of the door 
moving, Front Wing of First Door   

  
Y100R Control Valve OPEN, when it is on, the compressed air will go 

through it into the cylinder to push the door open, Rear Wing of 
First Door 

Y102R Control Valve SHUT, when it is on, the compressed air will go 
through it into the cylinder to push the door close, Rear Wing of 
First Door 

Y101R Control Valve STOP, when the final stage of the door opening or 
closing, it will be on, the compressed air will go through it into the 
opposite end of the cylinder to slow down the speed of the door 
moving, Rear Wing of First Door 

  
S158FB Door OPEN Pressure Switch, can sense the pressure of the 

compressed air which push the door open, Front Wing of First 
Door  
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S158FA Door SHUT Pressure Switch, can sense the pressure of the 
compressed air which push the door close, Front Wing of First 
Door  

S158FC Door SUPPLY Pressure Switch, can sense the pressure of the 
compressed air, to make sure the pneumatic supply is working fine, 
Front Wing of First Door  

     
S158RB Door OPEN Pressure Switch, can sense the pressure of the 

compressed air which push the door open, Rear Wing of First 
Door  

S158RA Door SHUT Pressure Switch, can sense the pressure of the 
compressed air which push the door close, Rear Wing of First 
Door  

S158RC Door SUPPLY Pressure Switch, can sense the pressure of the 
compressed air, to make sure the pneumatic supply is working fine, 
Rear Wing of First Door  
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